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Against Pabloist Revisionism 
Tbis document, adopted by' tbe 25tb Anniversar.y 

Plenum of tbe Socialist Workers' Party, November 1953, 
is submitted as a contribution for international dijcus
sion among Trotskyists. 

* * * 
The draft re'5o)·ution of the I nternational Secretariat 

of the' Fourth International on "The Rise and Decline of 
Stalinism" sets out to bring up-to-date tqe Trotskyist 
appraisal of the Sovie't Union, the Kremlin bureaucracy 
and the Stalinist world movement especially in the light 
of the events following Stalin's death. However, its meth
od of analysis misrepresents the real state of affairs and 
leads to political conclusions diverging from traditional 
Trotskyist vie\\'s. 

I. Three Periods of the World Revolution 
This can be seen, first of all, in its manner of' break

ing up world historicall developments since 1917 into three 
main periods: the period of revolutionary rise ,from 
1917 to 1923; the period of revolutionary ebb lfrom 
1923-43; and the ,period of. revolutionary resurgence on 
a' higher level since 1943. This division provides the 
fundamental framework for the resolution and serves as 
the starting point for a revision of our conceptions on the 
na'ture and role of the Stalinist bureaucracy. 

According to the \resolution, the third period has 
created a relationship of class forces on a .world scale and 
in the Soviet Union which requires a new appraisal and 
appro3ch to Stalinism. This period has already had two 
phases. The years from 1943 to 1947 represent a trans
ition from the second to the third period, partaking of 
the features Df both. 

This was the time when the Sdviet bureaucracy ap
peared to reach the peak of its power. The world revol
utionary rise w~s still not powerful enough to permit the 
bypassing and engulfing qf Stalinism. The Kremlin and 
its agencies were able to restrict and control the revol
ution, except for Yugoslavia. The deals with imperial~ 
ism, the right turns, the betrayal of the tevolution con
tinued the former era; the Yugoslav revolution prefig
u red the new. 

But since I t)~7 the old equilibria have been definit
iv·ely broken and. cannot' be regained. The new interna
tional revolutionary rise disrupv~d the equilibrium h> 
tween the \-vorld working class and imperialism. The ,lg
gravation of the crisis of the capitalist system and the 

crushing supremacy of American imperialism has upset 
the equilibrium between the different imperialist powers'. 
These international changes combined with the domestic 
changes have broken the ~quilibrium. of social forces in 
the Soviet Union and undermined the objective founda
tions of the ruling caste. 

The' victory of the' Chinese revolution marked the 
turning point in this world; transforffi(ation and ushered 
in a new and higher stage, '.'basically marked "'by a rela
tion of international forces favor'able to the revolution 
and evolving on a global scale more and more favorably 
for the revolution: The revolutionary wav~ sgreads from 
country to country, from ctintinent to continent. It has 
recently reached the Soviet Union itself and the buffer 
zone." (p. 33) 

This revolutionary wave of global dimensions and 
unlimited duration, will continue to mount higher, des
pite minor refluxes, up to the war. The war itself "will 
coincide not with an ebb but with a new leap forward of 
the world revolution." (p. 19) This will continue until 
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the end of the Third World War. Nothing can long with
srtand~his all-engulfing revolutionary torrent. It will 
sweep all established forces into its vortex; both imper
ialism and Stalinism will crack up and perish in the 
process. The viCtory of the world revolution is hence
forth assured. Such is the line of development projected 
in the resolution. 

If this is really so, it will have to be recognized that 
we have entered, upon a qu~litatively different epoch in 
which all previous political values would have to be re
evaluated. The political ideas, revolutionary strategy and 
organizational perspectives of the vanguard, would have 
to be revrsed to bring them into line with the qualitative
ly transformed world reality and its main trends of dev
eIo~ment. 

II. Changes in Stalinism 
The resolution undertakes to do this in connection 

with Stalinism and draws some extr'emely far-reaching 
conclusions 'in 'respect to it. Let us summarize th5!m. 

The fundamental' historical, world and national con
'ditions for Stalinism have disappeared. It has irretriev
ably entered' upon its period of decline. ' 

I. The dynamic of the world relationship of forces 
evol.ving f?vorably to ,.the revolutio? has now struc,k the 
SoVIet Umon, undermmed the posItIons of the bureau· 
cracy, upset its stability and already promoted the disin
tegtatio'n of ,StaHnism in a num'ber 'of unforeseen ways, 

2. "The objective foundations of the dictatorship, 
are in <the process of rapidly disappearing." The relation
ship of forces between the Bonapartist bureaucracy and 
the masses tis ,shifting. in favor of the latter. The pres
'sures exerted by these changing conditions and by the 
demands of the masses is more and more determining 
the Kremlin's course and policies. 

3.. The post-Stalin regime is no longer able to rule as 
before; it is instead obliged to liberalize itself and make 
mOre and more concessions' to save its rule. This tends 
toward the liquidation of the }:leritage of Stalinism. 

4. These developments release cen\trifugal forces 
which differentiate and split up the' ruling caste. 

5. The changes in the Soviet Union :since Stalin's 
death constitute the relaxation of the Kremlin's brake 
upon the Communist parties. Its tight hold over the 
buffer countries and upon the Communist parties in 
capitalist countries is being loosened. These are deVel
oping new relations with the Kl emlin in the direction of 
greater independence from it while opposition(lll ideas and 
anti-Stalinist tendencies more and more manifest them· 
selves. 

6. "Caught between the imperialist threat and the 
colonial revolution, the Soviet bureaucracy found itself 
obliged to ally its,elf with the second against the fir'st." 
This enforced alliance with the colonial revolution is 
mediated through Mao's regime with whom it must share 
direction of Asian Communism. 

7. The Kremlin is less and less able to conclude deals 
with imperialism at the expense of the revolution. ,·lts 
room for maneuvers with imperialism and against the 

revolution is diminishing all the time. "This new situa ... 
tion restricts more and more the capacity of counter-rev
olutionary maneuvers by the bureaucracy." Not only 
are its capacities for sell-outs decreasing, despite its in
~entions, but the pra~tical effects of its diplomatic man ... 
euv-ers and Popular-Front experiments with certain sec
tions of the colonilal bourgeois'ie are more and more res ... 
tr,icted and ephemeral. Moreover, "the revolutionary tide 
which the Soviet bureaucracy is no longer capable of 
smashing and arr:esting is even being nourishsed by the 
m'ethods of self-defense applied by the bureaucracy .•• " 
(p. 20) 

8. The Kremlin's capacity for repressive measures 
likewise grows more restriGted. It is less able to proceed 
to repressions and purges ,at home, or to stamp out op
position .in the buffer countries, because of the drastic 
shift in the relation of forces. 

9. Just as the bureaucracy must liberalize its dic
tatorship, so the Communist parties, despite right oscil
lations here and there and now and then, tend to radic
alize their policies. This is the dominant tendency. 111 
countries where the CP's are a majority in the working 
class, they can under pressure of the lTiiaSSeS be led to 
project a revolutionaryor'ientation counter to the Krem
lin's r directives. 

III. To W~at Degree Have the Funda
mental Conditions for Stalinism 
Disappeared? 

To arrive at these far-reaching conclusions on Stalin
ism the resolution has to present a picture of the world 
situation which is not' in accord with reality and to take 
partial and 'limited changes for decisive and fundamental 
ones. Thus the resolution states on page 3: "The fun
damental conditions under which the Soviet bureau
cracy and its tight hold over the Communist Parties 
developed, namely, the ebb of the revolution, the' isol
ation of the Soviet Union, and the backward conditions 
of its economy - these conditions have disappeared." 

Let ils examine the post-war world and see to what 
degree these sweeping 'assertions conform to the real stale 
of affairs .We 'are here dealing with matters of fact. Let 
us ,~alyze each one of these three fundamental ~ondi
tions to see to what extent they have vanished. 

1. The Development of the World Revolution 
The international revolution has undoubtedly exper

ienced a considerable resurgence since 1943.. The Second 
World, War generated a revolutionary wave of greater 
scope, intensity and persistence than the First World War. 
The Soviet victory over Nazism, the revoluJionary vic
tories, in Yugoslavira and China, the extension of na
tiona;lized property into the buffer states by bureauc
ratic-m.ilHrary means. "the spread of the colonial rev
olution have all dealt hard blows to world capitalism 
and enormously strengthened the anti-capitalist camp. 

However, this trend in the \-vorld situation has been 
combined and criss-crossed with another. The immense 
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revolutionary movement which has produced such trans
formations in Eastern and Central Europe anci in Asia, 
came to grief in W'estern Europe during this very same 
period. The Soviet bureaucracy was chiefly responsible 
for this reversal and betrayal of the European revolution. 

This has generated a series 'of opposite effects :in the 
unfoldment of {he world revolution. The proletarian of
fensive was curbed, the working class became weaker, 
Western European capitalism was rescued, and .became 
relatively stabiliz'ed for a period of years. This has en
abled the imperialist counter-revolution directed by the 
U.S. to take hold of these countries and use them as drill 
grounds and springboards for its war preparations and 
prospective attacks upon the anti-capitali~tcountries and 
revoluti6nary forces. 

Thus the revolutionary process 'since World War I I 
has experienced an uneven and contradictory develop
ment. While-1:he revolution moved forward in a number 
of backward countries, triumphed in Yugoslavia ,and 
China, it ,has undergone set-backs in a number of the 
mor'e advanced' countries. The victories for the revolution 
represent gains for the working class 'and oppressed peo
ples. But they must be considered in connection with the 
recession' of the revolution in Western Europe and its 
'effects in order to arrive at a more balanced and ac
curate reckoning of the progress of the· revolution. 

Had the revolution succeeded in one or more of the 
highly developed industrial countries, from Germany to 
Italy,' along with these victories in certain backward 
countries, that would have sealed the fate of capitalism 
in Europe ,and Asia and pressed the Soviet bureaucracy 
to the wall. 

- The Kremlin is well aware 0'( the threat to its dom
inance implicit in the European revolution. that motiv· 
ated its efforts to block and crush that development 
which continues up to this very day (French General 
Strike). 

The prevention of an independent socialist workers 
power arising' in Western Europe is an indispensable 
condition for preserving the rule of the Soviet bureau
cracy. The Krem;{in' can, up to a certain point, tolerate 
and maneuver with revolutions in the colonies and the 
backward countries. But it dreads the extension of the 
proletarian revolution into Western Europe because that 
means the sentence of death for it. 

A rounded review and realistic resume of the net re
sult of the march of the international revolution from 
1943 to 1953 leads to this conclusion. With all itsgr'eat 
achievements and greater potentialities the failure of the 
revolution to conquer in one of the major industrialized 
countries has thus far prevented the revOllutionary forces 
of the working class from growing strong enough to over
whelm the Kremlin oligarchy and give irreSistible im
petus to the disintegration of Stalinism. There has not 
yet been such a qualitative alteration in t.he world re-
1 dtionship of class forces. 

l; p !'o date the counter-revolutionary intervention of 
(he :jllrj'>;~.(lU;KY it-;elf in world politics has forestalled the 
.)hJf>(tiv,> ,~ot1(litjnn'\ for :-;uch ;{ consummation. It caused 

the revolution to recede in Western Europe, weakened 
the working class in relation to its class enemy, and facil
itated the mobilization of the world counter-j:evolution. 
The struggle between the foroes of revolution and counter
revolution is still inconclusive, and' far from being set
tled. This very inconclusiveness, which ,it strives to m,ain
tain, at the present time works to the advantage of the 
Kremlin. 

2. The Isolation of the Soviet Union 
This first factor is directly connected with the secon,,:· 

the encirclement of the Soviet Union by world imperial
ism. The post-war development certainly succeeded in 
loosening and unsettling the imperialist encirclement to 
a· certain extent and breaking thr6ugh the previous tight 
isolation of the Soviet Union. The linking together of 
the countries from tl)e Elbe to the Pacific, however' much 
they m~ny be bureaucratically governed and oppressed, 
is a strong bulwark to the USSR. The anti-capitalist states 
now embrace one-third of mankind but they confront a 
combine of imperialist powers centralized under U.S. 
hegemony being openly mobilized against them. 

The failure of the revolution to break thrpugh to vic
tory in \Vest'ern Europe, which would have radic~l!y 
altered the balance of class forces throughout Europe and 
Asia, has permitted imperialism to reassert it~ encircle
ment and intensify its pressures against the Soviet Union 
on all planes. 

This isolation is felt in the economic, political and 
military fields in varying degrees. 

Despite all their achieve~nts, the ~industrial capa
cities of the states in the Soviet bloc is far below that 
of the 'capitalist states. This un.favorable 'balance could 
be rectified' only with the inclusion of the industrial 
compl'ex of Western Europe. But this is now cut off in 
large part by the' economic blo~kade which is an element 
in the isolation of the S.U. 

The moves being made by the Kremlin to curry favor 
with the bourgeois. governments of France and Italy,' and 
its maneuvers around the German question, testify to its 
attempts to OV1ercome its isolation. 

I nstead of attracting workers in· the ,advanced coun
tries, the Kremlin's policy helps to repel them' and thus 
aggravates the social isolation of the S.U. from the class 
forces which alone can guarant'ee its defense. 

Finally, the U.S. is engaged in forging a military ring 
around the periphery of the Kremlin-dominated territ
ories, and exerts· unremitting pressures from' all direc
tions upon it. 

The Soviet bureaucracy must reckon with this at- all 
times both in its domestic and foreign policies. The 
looming menace of A and H bomb attack determines its 
plan of production. This takes first place in the strateg
ical plans of the Soviet General Staff. The menace of 
imperialist encirclement and aggression determines the 
policies of those Communist parties under the Kremlin's 
control. 

Before the last World War the Soviet bureaucracy 
could and did maneuver between two opposing blocs of 
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imperialist powers. Today its capacity to exploit the 
inter-imperialist coniradictions is extremely restricted. 
The Soviet Union won in the Second World W~aT through 
an alliance with the strongest sector of world imperialism. 
I n a new war the Soviet Union, its satellites and China 
would have to fight 'against a coalition of all the im
perialist states. 

How, then, can it be so unqualifiedly asserted in the 
resolution that the isolation of the S.U. has disappeared? 
The isolation has been modified and mitigated, but not 
at ~aIl removed. The pressures of the imperialist environ
ment weigh upon the entire life of the Soviet peoples. 
The Soviet workers, with memories still fresh of the last 
war, fear the outbreak of a new one. This is still a potent 
factor in restraining them) frOom open conflict with the 
bureaucracy for fear of aiding imperialism. Thus, the 
very encirclement of the: S.U. which the policies of the 
Kremilin serve to sustain, and even augment, remains one 
of the factors in maintaining its group· upon power. 

3. The Development of Soviet Economy 
Marked advances have been made in Soviet economy, 

especially since 1941. However these have been extremely 
uneven. Agriculture lags far behind industry, far behind 
the needs of the mass of the SOoviet people. 

Soviet advances have led to an improvement in the 
living conditions of its citizens, especially in urban cen
ters. They have still greater hopes and expectations of 
betterment in their material conditions, which the post
Stalin regime has had to take into account. The new rulers 
have made certain concessions in the sphere of consump
tion and promised still more. 

But the question at issue is this: has there been so 
drastic a change in the Soviet economy ·as to eliminate 
the objedive material basis for the bureaucracy? That 
would entail the production of consumers' goods and food 
in suffiCient abundance to guarantee necessities, to every
one, satisfy the demands of the working people, and thus 
eliminate ,any need for bureaucratic arbiters to decide' the 
distribution of the available products. 

Has Soviet economy, with all its indubitabl'e suc
cesses, reached that point, or even approached' it? The 
citing of general production figures and their global com
parison with those of other countries will not help here, 
The decisive point is not· how much mOfle is being prod
uced than before, but is enough being produced now to 
take care of the basicr demands of the people? 

The facts are that the rise in the economy has suf .. 
ficed to provide a minimum for most workers, to elim
.inate famine conditions, and ease some economic ten
sions in the sphere of consumption'. But side by side with 
:~he genera'. imiprov,ement, there have been considerahle. 
increases in consumption for the more favored lay~rs. From 
the aristocrats of Ilabor up to the tops of ,the bureaucracy 
there is an indilnation to grasp for more. Malenkov is cO'm
pelled to give a bit more bread ~nd other articles to the 
masses. But at the same time the Kr~mHn makes sure to 
provide more new ,cars, n::f rigc,ratOfi:i, tl.!'lcvision 5'ets; etc. 

Which a~eexclusively withilll the reach of the upper byers 
of Sovi'et society. 

Aill this a,ccenltuates the contradiotion between the 
..-ulers and the rulleld, heightens socia:! ine'qualitiBs, and 
makes the si,tuation more i!ntOllerahle ,t!O ,the 'Workers. There 
is a sharpening ,conflict bet1ween the working class growing 
in numbers and skills and the bureaucratic guardians 
of ptivi'lege. 

The economilc anld cult Ufia 1 backwar,dness .is in the 
'process of heing overcome. BtUt tOo.-assert that thi,s has a,l
ready taken p'lace is to fallsiJy the real state of Soviet 
economy today. 

. This does not at all mean that the bureaucracy can or 
wm perpetuate itself in Ipower indefi!nite1Iy. That depends 
upon further developments of the' worM revolution which 
,can defii1nitiv:ely remove the hostile pressures of world im
per iall ism, and not simply itemporarily ease them, and 
overcome the scarcity of consumers goods by placing the 
industria>! 'resour'Ces .of more a1dvalnce1d countries at the 
{:iSlpos'al of S~)Viet economy. It depends even more upon 
the deve!lopment of the .deepening ·confli1ct between the 
bureaucracy and the masses. The Soviet people wiiU not 
wait for the elimination of ithe economic roots of the 
totatlital"i,an bureaucra'cy in order to embark upon a mortal 
'struggle a:gai1nst it. As Trot'sky pointed out, the social 
confHctcan explode into !political revolution as a 'feS'unt 
of the intensification of antagonisms to the boiling point. 
"Ecopomi.c contradiotions produoe sociall aintagol1'ism'S, which 
in turn ,develop thei'r oWin logi!c, 'not awaiting the f'4rther 
growth of' the productive forces." (The Revolution Be
trayed, p. 48). 

Thus a sober ,alaa,!ysis of the worihi situation and i,ts 
development during the past ,dec aide ,di'Sdoses that ,the 
three major obje(:tive factors responsible for the rise of 
the Sov1iet bureaucracy have not been changed in a fun
damentall ,sense but only to a certalln extent. The Kremlin 
bur·eaucr,a;cy has to operate today under new but not de
ICisively different ci.f!Cumstances. I ts further ,life-span will 
depend upon the struggle of the living forces in the ,vorld 
~reO'a and in the Soviet Union over the nex!t period alnd 
the emergence in this strugg,le of a Trotskyist 'Party cap
able af lea,diing the Soviet masses in ,insurrection against 
the rutlilflg caste. 

IV. The New Relations and Role of the 
Soviet Bureaucracy 

Proceeding from it,s wrong and one-sided estimation of 
~he fUin'daIl1enta'l conditions in which the bureaucracy finds 
its'eilf, the 'resolution says that the bureaucracy has ac
quired such new relations" with imperi,alism, the world 
,,'orking dass, the coloniall revolution,. the buffer coun .. 
tries and its OWlfl people that these substantiaa,ly change 
its policies and activities and their results. The Soviet 
bureaucr,acy is, obj'ectively playing a different role than 
in its pa>st. 

a. The Kremlin, Imperialisln and the 
World Revolution 

This is purportedly to be seen in respect to imperialI .. 
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i~m. The resdlution correotly affirms that "the gilobal bal
anlce of the Soviet bureaucracy's interna'tional policy is a 
'reformist one, hecall'5'~ the bureaucracy aims not to 'over
throw'Wol1l,d capitalism, but S'imp:ly to maintain the frame
work of the 'Status ,quo." It ha!s played this rolle of an 
iClgency ~f imperialism not only from 1923 to 1943 hUit 
from 1943 ,to the presen1t. "I t is more correct than ever to 
say today ,that the domination of imperialism subsists 
over half of the ~Iobe ·only thanks' to the rolepIa.red by 
the bureaucracy and its ,agencies." 

However, the resolution can t,ends , the victory of the 
C;hinese revolution "marked the opening of a new phase in 
the wonld situation in which the Soviet bureaucracy finds 
itself." (p. 10) Thi.s new situation has the following fea
ture'S. It ",restri.cts more and more the capacity of counter~· 
r,evolutiona:ry m3lneuvers by the 'bureaucracy." And' "the 
practical effects of these attempts (to utilize the inter-im
periallist contradictions, to gain the support of certain 
bourgeoisies 'I in cdlonia,l and· semi-colonial countries, to 
arrive at ,3 tel!lporary and .partial agreement with im
periali~m) 'become more and more Ilimited and ephem
eral . , . " 

The actuall r:elations be~ween the bureacra·cy and im
perialism are high'ly contrad-iotory. On one hand, .the Krem
Ilin has to take the necessary measures to safeguard its 
ow.n .positions aind domain from i,mperialjstpenetration, 
aggressions ,and attack. 

But th~ policies ·and methods it employs to. achieve 
this end serve to. aid imperialism a11d weaken' and 'dis-: 
courage Ithe working masses, thereby 'lIuderm.ning the 
def,ense of the anti-capitalist countries and the SOviet Union. 

Neither the counter-revolutionary imperialist nor the 
revolutionary forces fundamentaMy aim to preserve the 
existing.' sta,t'e of' af;fairs. Both of these irreconcillalbI'e an
tJlgonists, for opposing fieasons, are .cr;iving toward a 
showdown which brings them into ever sharper collision. 

Moscow comes forward in this contest of class forces 
as the foremost defender of the· international status quo, 
and therewith a key conservatizing factor in the world) sit
uation. It does not aim to aid the revolution or ·to over
throw imperialist rule. I t is anxious to maintain ~he pres
ent division ,of the world between its own power and that 
of imperialism and to arrive at a new deal on that basis. 

This is consciously formulated in the conception of 
"peaceful co-existence between socialism and capitalism" 
repeated by the new Kremlin leaders and echoed by the 
Stalin i~t parties. This is' more than a theory; it provides 
the main guiding line of an active policy which predom
inates the diplomacy of the Kremlin and the conduct of 
its agencies. 

The Kremlin exerts its utmost influence to preserve 
even the prevailing cold war status quo as a lesser evil. It 
aims to uphold this by acting simultaneously on two 
fronts: against further aggression by imperialists on the 
one side and against any disruption of the present equil
ibrium) by eruptions and expansion of the revolutionary 
moveJ11lent. For fear of provoking retaliation. from im
perialismand becoming involved directly in war, the 
bureaucracy will hamstring revolutions and permit them 

to bleed to death. The cases of North Korea, I ran,. and 
Malaya are instructiVe in this respect. 

Moscow gave the· North Koreans supplies enough to 
drag out the war but not enough to win, even when it~ 
armies were sweeping the invaders toward the sea. Whereas 
Washington did nQt hesitate to intervene with full force 
and openly in Korea, Moscow 'stayed discreetly within its 
own preserve. Then when MacArthur approached the 
Yalu, the Chinese were forced to enter the war even 
though they had just come, out of a prolonged civil war. 
The narrow caste interests' and protective fears of the 
Soviet rulers obliged the Asi'an revolutionists to bear the 
brunt of the anti-imperialist fight. 

As the pressures from imperialism mount, the Krem
lin's disposition' is to ga;in time for itself at the expense 
of .the world working class and the struggles of the col
onial peoples. This explains the conduct of the Tudeh 
Party in I ran which refrained from launching a fight for 
po.wer at the peak of its mass support .and thereby per
mitted the military coup d'etat which overthrew Mos
sadegh and restored the Shah. The Kremlin·s anxiety to 
prevent the upsetting of the equilibrium in this sensitive 
spot and . ~vert the risk of precipitating war aocounted 
for this triumph of the counter-revolution in Irian. 

The supposition that the cold war between Western 
imperialism and the Soviet Union plus the mo.pnting pres
sures of the \ mass movement restrains or prevents the 
bureaucracy from commi~ting deadly treachery is not 
confirrl?ed by 'recent events. Quite the contrarY.·"The French 
CP's behavior in the August 1953 General Strike shows 
how the Kremlin's agents will let a revolutionary oppor
tunity pass by and ruin it. The Kremlin can, stab the 
workers in the back, not only when it is in open alliance 
with the imperialists ,but also when it is seeking an al
Hance with them. The treachery may be more devious 
but its effects are as· real and disastrous. 

The inevitable outcome of all this maneuvering with 
imperialism' and .against the revolution will be the same 
as before the Second World War. The maneuvers will not 
avert the war. But the imperialists will be helped to 
strengthen their positions and make advances while the 
revolution is crippled and the workers are thrust back 
and disoriented. Unless the workers in the advanced ca
pitalist.· countries undertake a revolutionary offensive of 
powerful proportions, the imperialists will be enabled to 
unleash the war at a time and under conditions most 
advantageous for them. 

The bureaucracy hates and fears the world revolution 
and strives to head it off, restrict, control, subvert and 
,strangle it. But it is not omnipotent. It cannot do what 
it wants, in the way it wants, when it wants. 

But this does not mean that the Kremlin has abated 
its hostility toward the world revolution or altered its 
treacherous attitude toward it. This can be seen even in 
the victories of the revolution in Yugoslavia and China. 
These occurred against the Kremlin's advice and in de
fiance of it. The Kremlin was obliged to' accommodate 
itself to the accomplisned fact. 
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The limits. to this accommodation depend upon how 
closely the development of the revolutions touches. its 
most vital interests. The Kremlin went along with the 
Yugoslav revolution up to the 'poin,t where Yugoslav, in
fluence over the" Balkan countries threatened to create 
an alternative pole of :attraction. Then the Kremlin turned 
mercilessly upon it. 

To what degree can it be maintained, as the resolution 
does, that the Kremlin is now obliged to ally itself with 
the colonial revolution against imperialism? It has had 
to back up China and North Korea up to a point. The 
victories for the revolution in Asia have so far been no 
direct threat to the Kremlin's domination, even though 
it, has had to acquiesce in the co-direction of the Asian 
Communist movement with Mao. On the whole they have 
worked to the immediate advantage of the Kremlin. China 
has broken the imperialist encirclement in the Far. East 
and kept the U.S. forces tangled in the Korean war. This 
drained China and Hed up the United States at minimum 
cost to Moscow. 

So lonp as the Kremlin can uS'e this or that Sector of 
the colonial movement for its own ends, it will do so. But 
it remains' a I very perfidious ally in the best circum':' 
stances. I t has already been pointed out that it deliber:
,ately withheld military deliveries. that could enable the 
North Koreans to win. The current seven-year civil war 
in Indo-China stems back to the Stalinist coalition politics 
in 194.5-46 which handed French' imperialism the positions 
for fighting the national indepe,dence movement. Most 
recently, the Kremlin sabotaged the revolution in I ran. 

lt is true that world conditions militate 'against the 
Kremlin's consummation of any lasting deals with im
perialism or its bargains with the national bourgeoisie. 
But the objective coqsequences of its attempts to maintain 
the status quo or, arrive at such ,agreements have much 
more than "limited and epbemeral" practical effects. Its 
maneuvers help block the advance of the revolutionary 
movement and adversely affect the world relationship of 
forces. 

The bureaucracy together with its agencies is not simp
ly a passive reflector and acted-upon object of the world 
relationship of forces; the bureaucracy acts and reacts on 
the international arena as a potent factor- in shaping, the 
latter. For example, the Kremlin's whole postwar' poUcy 
toward Germany, the key country in Europe (its parti
cipation in the division, its regime Qver East, Germany, 
its diplomatic maneuvers regarding West Germany), aid 
capitalist reaction and facilitate the imperialist objectives. 
Can the effects of its attitude towar.d this one country be 
classified as "limited" and "ephemeral" whether these are 
assessed from the angle of the European revolution, the 
German workers, the march toward war or the defense of 
the anti-capitalist states? 

Not only is the vanguard miseducated by this minim
izing of the pe.rnicious results of the Kremlin's course but 
it is disarmed in the struggle to dispel illusions about 
Stalinism among the workers in order to break them from 
Stalinist influence. 

The resolution says on page 20: "the revolutionary 
tide which the Soviet bureaucracy is no longer capable 
of smashing ,and arresting is ev'en being nourished by the 
methods' of self-defense appli'ed by the bureaucracy ... " 
Both parts of this statement are one-sided and misleading. 
The fact that the Soviet bureaucracy couldn't "smash and 
arrest" the Yugoslav and Chinese revolutions where the 
revolutionary tide, broke through its dikes, doesn't wipe 
out the fact that elsewhere, by and large, the bureaucracy 
succeed'ed ill turning the revolutionary tide in the OPM 
posite direction. This has influenced the relationship of 
forces for an entire period. 

Nor do its "methods of self-defense" necessarily "nour
'ish" "the revolutionary tide," even where the revolution 
has come to power. The Kremlin's "methods or self-defense" 
drove Yugoslavia into the embrace of imperialism and has 
made China more and m'ore dependent economically upon 
it. It' is not dear just what is specifically meant by "meth
od's of self-defense" which can nourish the revolutionary 
tide. Does that refer to supplying arms to China and Nbrth 
Korea? Or to its action in defense of the Soviet Union 
incase of attack? But even in these instances "its meth
ods of self-defense" do not in all respects coincide with the 
,self-defense of the workers' movement and can even go 
counter to it. 

We have always recognized that when the bureaucracy 
defends the Soviet Union ,against imperialist attack, it can 
under certain conditions give an im'pulsion to revolution
arystruggles in capitalist countries. It will be obEged to 
do this still more in the event of the Third \VorId War. 
But now when it is seeking a modus vivendi with imper ... , 
ialism, or trying t6 create rifts amongst the capitalist na
tions, its "methods of self-defense" do far more to drain 
than to swell the revolutionary wave. 

In several places. there is the implication that the 
bureaucracy, faced with the war-danger, will have to be 
more tolerant of ,indepenpent revolutionary developments 
and refrain from proceeding against them. For ex~mple, 
the resolution says that the Kremlin's preparations for 
World War II "was accompanied by a halt of mass purges." 
Actually, the purges were part of Stalin's preparations for 
war. He aimed to eliminate all potential centers of op
position to the regime.~!he beheading of the Soviet Gen
eral Staff, which led to the military fiasco in Finland, 
showed ,to what lengths the bureaucracy can go in pre
ventive measures against even potentially independent 
forces precisely when war loomed. 

Later, the resolution attempts to explain the campaign 
against Yugoslavia on the ground that "it was above all 
able to indulge in such a counter-revolutionary attitude 
because 'the preparations for the' capit~list war were only 
in their preliminary stages ... " etc. This will not hold 
water. The break took pl,a<:e at a time of high tension be
tween the USRR and the capitalist world. But the over
rid,ing: caste interests of the Kremlin took preceden<;e 
over the practical need of defending the USS R although 
that meant ali-enating the one country with morale and 
armed forces reIiablefand powerful enough to furnish 
genuine' aid for that purpose. 
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h. The Significance of ~he Events in· the Soviet 
Union Since Stalin's Death 

The Kremlin regime has been characterized by our 
movement as a regime of crisis. The parasitism of the 
bureaucratic caste cOl1tinuou~sly con~licts with the pro
ductive relations established by the October Revolution. 
As the product of a political counter-revolution arising 
from the delay of the world revolution and the back
wardness of Russian economy a\'d culture, the totalitarian 
bureaucracy could maintain its power only by repres
sive measures directed flgainst . the Soviet masses. The 
extension of the Kremlin's rule over the buffer zone 
countries, the Yugoslav and 'Chinese revolutions" ,and the 
growth of Soviet economy and culture have confronted 
the bureaucracy with many new acute problems. As a· 
result the objective factors for a mass uprising against 
the bureaucratic power ar'e ripening in the Soviet Union. 
The working class especially, which has grown consider
ably in numbers, culture, skill, .anp 'social power, is. be
coming impatient with insistent demands for continual 
exertions and sacrifices, enforced by the bll.reaucratic 
apparatus and its agencies. The privileges of the bureau
cracy appear ever more monstrous, unjustified and in
tolerable in their eyes. 

The bureaucracy is extremely sensitive to this dev~I
oping danger. The new rulers face on a higher level, and 
under different and more difficult circumstances, the 
resistance and resentment of the masses against the re
lentless pressures 'exerted upon them which Stalin per
iodically encountered. Stalin coped with these situations 
not by purges alone. He resorted :also to temporary re
laxations and propaganda campaigns 'centered around 
promises of concessions, improved ~iving conditions, and 
a happier life. As Trotsky pointe~ out, "Stalin is com
pelled from time to time to take the· side of (the people' 
against the bureaucracy - of course, with its tacit con
sent." (The Revolution 13etraye4r p. 271) 

Stalin's death unquestionably released a flood of hope 
among the people that with the death of the dictator 
they would get a new deal. The bureaucracy had the 
twofold problem of reestablishing the hierarchy of the 
top command, while preventing the masses from in.ter
vening' 'in the situation with their' own demands and in
dependent actions. The inheritors of power' hastened to 
create the im;pression that the masses would get a gen~ 
uine new deal as a gift from the top. They promised a 
series of political and economic concessions: a broad 
amnesty, the revision of the criminal code in 30 days, no 
more purges, more consumers' goods, etc. 

I t would seem that the political concessions would be 
easiest to make since unlike improved living conditions, 
they do not requir'e large-scale economic reorganizations. 
HoweVer, these ha~e yet to materialize. There has been 
another -large r:eduction in prices, the sixth since the war~ 
But a genuine improvement in living standards first 
necess'itatesa drastic readjustment of the economy, and, 
above all, a tremendous increase in ngricultural produc
tion, which has remained stagnant for many years. 

The bureaucracy is almmg to do this by raising the 
incentives, of the individual. peasant and the well-ta-do 
members of the, collectives. 

At the same time the bureaucracy had .to decide quick
ly who would assume the role of principal arbiter and 
purger-in-chief to remove all ambiguity on that score 
and forestall any moves by the masses to take advantage 
of fissures in' the bureaucratic apparatus. This was the 
me'aning of Beria's downfall which has been followed by 
a purge of his associates 'in the various,- Republics. 

These developments proved that the bureaucracy can
not devise new methods of rule. I t may make concessions 
but must maintain 'intact at all tim.es the mechanism of 
repressioR "which guarantees its regime. Between the total
itarian methods of bureaucracy and the democratic meth
oQs of workin'g-c1ass power there will be no intermediate 
methods of rule. A new power and new methods of rule 
can come into being only through forcef outside the 
bureaucracy and in opposition to it, through the over
throw of Bonapartist rule by the masses. 

The Trotskyists base their revolutionary perspectives 
upon the maturing contradictions between the' bureau
cratic set-up and the working masses which will lead the 
latter toward a forthright challenge to the tot~litarian 
dictatorship. The East German events prefigure the dev
elopments within the Soviet Union in this respect. We 
must analyze the concessions in the light of the nature 
and position of the St,alinist bureaucracy and the devel
oping contradictions with\n Soviet society. 

The resolution, howev'er, exaggerates the changes in 
the objective situation, endowing them with an automatic 
propulsion which obliges the bureaucracy to liberalize 
itself, introduce new methods of rule, liquidate the her
itage of Stalinism, suppress its most hideous and charac
teristic features, and deliver mbre and'lmore concessions. 

The resolution states: «That regime (Malenkov's) can 
now maintain itself only by suppressing - temporarily 
or definitively - the most hideous aspects, that is to 
'say, the most, characteristic ones of the regime." It does 
not specify which one of these "hideous aspects" has 
been eliminated or is about to be. The privileges? The 
police regime? The relentless squeeze on the workers. in' 
production? The national oppression? Concentration 
camps? Purges? The implication is that "the terror of 
Stalin's epoch" is on its way out. But there were fluc
tuations in the application of this terror during Stalin's 
day too. The difference now seems to be that the dimin
ution of terrOor under the Malenkov era is a growng trend, 
the most distinctive feature of "the decline of the Bona
partist dictatorship." 

The es'sential liberality of the new r;.:egime is only 
underscored by the next prognosis that (( I t is not ex
cluded that before falling, the Bonapartist dictatorship 
will suddenlY/-once again have recourse to the bloodiest 
te;ror." This signifies that terror has become nOot an es
sential btlt 'an exceptional, episodic and incidental ex:
pression of the bureaucratic trule. 

To reinforce its contention that the post-Stalin regime 
is compelled not only to do away with the most terrible 
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traits of Stalinism, but to placate the masses to an ever
increasing degree, the resolution exaggerates the scope of 
the concessions. I t refers to a broad amnesty which seems 
to have died a-borning since it was not mentioned at 
the last session of the Supreme Sovi'et in the decrees su~
mitted for approval. It speaks of the revision of the 
penal code which was promised within 30 days and still 
remains to be promulgated seven months after. 

The 'liberation Qf the doctors was originally inter
preted as an irreparable blow to the system of frameup 
trials and purges. But since then Beria'spurge and trial 
has been. announced. It takes the condemnations of po
lice arbitrariness for good coin, setting aside the fact 
that verbal criticism of police excesses were not unknown 
under Stalin. Indeed, the GPU was purged several times 
during Stalin's regime. 

It regards the stress upon collective decision as a 
definitive dismissal of the cuh of the chief. But this is 
only a transitional stage between the demise of the former 
chief and the elevation ofa prospective rep~acement. 
During his rise to power, Stalin Hkewise counterpose~ 
the collectivity of the Central Committee against the 
"aristocrats," that is, the 'Bolshevik leader$ most popular 
amongst the masses. 

As we· have point·ed out, this does not mean that no 
concessions have been made or that they amount to noth
ing. They are largely economiC i~ character. What Ma
lenkov has done is to dramatize the gradual improve
ment ,in living standards since 1947 ·and even expedite 
them. But even in the sphere of consumption the Krem
]in will be unable to satisfy the demands of the masses. 
It will give to one section of the population at the ex
pense of another. Whil~ offering· new incentives. tq the 
peasants, it does not increase the general level of work
ers' wages, and it· takes care to increase the privilege~ of 
the bureaucracy itself. 

How should the conoessions be judged? Concessions 
are of genuine value if they open opportnnities to the 
masses for ~elf-action which can then be used to further 
their own, aim&. The new regime has not yet oij"ered the 
slightest openiQg of 'that kind and it is not difficult to 
understand why. The totalitarian government cannot tol
erate 'the leatt freedom of action for the. workers which 
would weaken _ 'its stranglehold upon them. 

The resolution occupies itself with dubious specula
tions about the. centrifugal forces which are cracking the 
monolith ism of the ruling group and generating dif
ferentiations within the party and its leading circles. It 
says that the monolith ism of. the Bonapartist type is 
being ruptured beyond repair under pressure from other 
segments of the bureaucracy :and the m·asses. The Beria
purge is adduced· as evidence of this growing disunIty. 

There is no doubt that the death of Stalin upset 'the 
regime's stability, set a swarm of centrifugal forces into 
motion, and provoked a crisis which has still to be oyer
come. The transfer of power,. in a tyranny is always a 
delicate operation containing dangers. Having lo.st its 
old personal center,' the bureaucracy as a whole is im
pelled to. seek, create ,and rally around :a. new one· as the 

principal point of support to safeguard its privileges and 
regulate.its internal conflicts. That is the principal reason 
for the elevation of Malenkov' and the speedy removal 
of Beria. 

The resolution makes much of the heterogeneity of in .. 
terests amongst the various layers of the bureaucracy a: 
the material ground-work for its growing differentiation 
and conflicts. It refers in addition to· the ageing top layer 
of the bureauctacy as presumably not so much con
cerned with increasing privileges as conserving them. 
This overlooks the fact that even at the top the bureau
cracy steadily renews its personnel and at all levels its 
-appetite for privileges grows with eating, especially in 
a country which has far from reached the living stand
ards of the Western world. 

The bureaucracy as a social layer is stratified ac
cording to its conditions of life, its positions of power, 
scope of privileges, etc. which give fIse to jealousies, 
rivalries and clique contests· of many kinds. But as the 
sole commanding and favored stratum, it is united against 
:the bulk of the population by common bonds of material 
interest. I t is the sole force in the Soviet Union and buf
fer countries which is armed and organized. 

The bureaucratic caste cannot tolerate any deep divi .. 
sions of policy within its ruling cir'Cles for any length 
of time or p~rmit any crack in its repressive apparatus 
which the masses may utilize for their own purposes. It 
hides them and hastens to cement them as promptly 
as possible. Since it has' no constitutional or democratic 
ways of resolving internal conflicts, it resorts to the 
method of purges. The purge· is :a weapon directed 
against the bureaucracy itself froin· on high as well as 
against the peop.le. It is an 'indispensable mechanism of 
Bonapartist rule. 

Will ,the purge method be more and more shelved as 
the liquidation of Stalinism proceeds, as the resolution 
implies? Apart from a vague reference to the changing 
relationship of forces, the -.. resolution brings forward no 
evidence for this. In fact, the opposite would be in
dicated. I f antagonisms within the bureaucracy deepen, 
it would seem that purges to resolve them would be in 
order. If opposition is growing among the people, (it 
would seem· that the commanding caste would be oblig~d 
to resort to its time-honored methods of repressiob. 
Trotsl,'y obser~ed that "the more the course of develop .. 
ment goes aga~-nst it,·' the more ruthless it becomes to-
ward the advanced e.lemen~s of the population." (The 
R~volution Betrayed, p. 277) 

Now it appears, according to the. resolution, that the 
more the course of development goes against it, the more 
lenient arid conciliatory the regime must become. 

The resolution revises Trotsky'S basic concept of the 
Soviet Thermidor which viewed the Stalinist bureaucracy 
as r(!ptesenting the first stage of bourgeois restoration,' 
The privileged caste, viewed qualitatively in the struc
,ture of Soviet society, is a bourgeois-minded formation 
still confined within the integument of the remaining 
conquests of the 1917Revolution~ nationalized property, 
planned economy. By its position ·in Soviet society, the 
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inherent tendency of the caste as such is. anti-Soviet, 
restorationist. This orthodox Trotskyist view has been 
dumped by the authors of "The Rise and Decline of 
Statiniism." rhe ooncept oOf the cQunter'-revolutlionary 
stage of Soviet Thermidor has been liquidated, surviving 
in the document only as a vestigial phrase -a "re
duced" number of Tbermidorians, "old revolutionary 
militants of the pre-I917 vintage." (Section 11) As a 
substitute for Trotsky's basic sociologIcal concept, we 
are given an impressionistic view 6f the psychology of 
the "tops of the bureaucracy," who, we are assured, "are 
in their majority' no longer a young and rapacio~s social 
Jayer, striving to conquer privileges in the field. of con
sumption in the midst of prevailing. poverty, the major
ity constitutes a layer of men of mature years or head
ing into old age, attempting to, conserve the best pos
sible living standards for themselves." (Section II) In 
line with this superficial view, the document sees "reflex,es 
of capitulation and deser,tion to the bourgeois camp" 
(under the' impact of "signs of proletarian awakening") 
confined to "very limited layers' of the bureaucracy." 

By dumping the orthodox Trotskyist concept Qf the 
caste as in essence repr~senta'tive of the tend~ncy toward 
capitalist restoration, the development' of which can be 
fofIoWied in a wealth Qf forms in Soviet life, the Pabloites 
open the road to the cqmpletely revisionist concept that 
,the bureaucracy can right' itself. This is not explicitly 
;stated, but certain conclusions in the resolution flow from 
this revisionist premise: For example, that in place of 
the "reinforcement of restorationist tendencies within the 
peasantry and the~urt!'aucracy" the opposite development 
"is the more likely .. ' . " (Section 15) The document 
em/phasizes the new revisionist position (and also its 
confusion): "The Doming decisive battle within the' So
'Viet Union will ,Inot b'e waged betwe'en the restorat~onist 
forces aiming Ito restore private property and ;the forces 
defending .tbe conquests of October. It, will be, eJn the 
contrary, waged between the forces defending the priv
ileges and administration of the bureaucracy and the 
revolutionary working-cla'Ss forces fighting to reslt'fJre 
Soviet democf'acy upon a higher lev'el." (Section 15) 

In oppo~ition to this' view,. which opens the road to 
capitulation to the bureaucracy, we emphasize the ortho
dox Trotskyist position: The coming .decisive battle with
in' the Soviet Union wi~l be waged between the restora
tionist tendencies in ,the country represented by tbe 
Stalinis~ bureaucracy as sucb. and tbe regenerative ten
dency represented by the revolutionary working-class 
forces. On one side will appear 'the bulk of the bureau
cracy, 'delen11ing its privileges and police rule and there
by the tendency to restore private properrbJl; on the other, 
the op~pletarian vanguard le'ading a political revolution 
that will sweep out the usurping bureaucracy, restore 
SoViet democracy upon a bigh~r level, and thereby di
rectly align the Soviet regime once again with the world 
socialist rev,olution. 

,The proposition that no significant 'segment of the, 
bureaucracy will align itself with the masses against its 
own material interests does not mean that the bureaucracy 

w<?uld not manifest deep cleavages under the impact of 
an uprising. Such disorganization, disintegration.. and 
demoralization was observable in East Germany_ But 
the function of a· revolutionary policy is to organize, 
mobilize and help lead the masses in their struggles, not 
to look for and even less to bank upon any breaks in 
the bureaucracy. 

In its whole treatment of the events since Stalin's 
death and' the new course' of the Malenkov regime, the 
resolution lays down the political premises f6r a reap
praisal of the nature of the Stalinist bure~ucracy and the 
kind of ac~ion the workers must take' to overthrow it. 
While it does not spell out these revisions, it opens the 
door for others to do so~ as we shall see later. 

c. The Kremlin and the Com~unist, Parties 
The resolution states that the K~emlin's rigid grip 

on the mlass Communist parties is weakening. It gives 
three r'easons for this deduction: the, growing power of 
the mass movement exerted on these parties, the loosen .. 
in~ of their relations with Moscow, and. uncertainty 
about the Kremlin's authority and; policy in recent 
months. No specjfic evidence' is ~ted to substantia,te this 
speCUlation, 'although the development cannot be ruled 
out in advance in 'specific cases. Such has certainly been 
the case with ,the ytigoslflv and Chinese CP's. But there 
are no overt signs of a similar occurrence elsewhere· yet. 

To buHress this point the resolution cites the Krem
lin's inability to reestablish any International since 1943. 
Actually Moscow finds any International more of a 
liability than an asset. It wishes to keep the CP's sep
arated and to control them by other means. 

This alleged relaxa,tion of Kremlin control is as
sociated with "the penetration of ideas opposed to the 
interests af the Kremlin bureaucracy within these org'C},n,· 
izations; and a proce~s of modification in the hierarch
ical, bureaucratic relations previously established." That 
is how the disintegration of Stalinism is begil111ing: Vague 
as these observations of tenden¢ies are, they seem to 
point to 'life growth of new ideological currents and or
ganizational reiationswithin the shell of the CP's which 
willapparentIy continue inside them until' d\C reformed 
and rebelJious parties become strong and independent 
enough t6 throw off the Kremlin's stranglehold: Does 
this not project the perspective of such reformed StaIin
;ist parties escaping the Kremlin's clutches and proceed
ing 'oil the road to revolution? 

ThisconcIwsion receives reinforcement from the as
sertion that the mass Communist parties. :avr forced to 
radicalize their policies more and m<;>re .. This is the fun
damental and' inescapable course of their. policies. 

The ,resolution grUdgingly admi,ts "the possibility of 
the mass Comw:unist parties to carry through. temporary 
tu~ns to toe. right. within given cond,itions, so .long as 
the mass pres~ure ,has not reached its culminating, point." 
(p. 35) Th~ direction of Stalinist policy in such parties 
is thus made to depe'nd in the last analysi~ on tbe; degree 
of mas,s:. p.res,s\,l~ exerted, upon \ them~ , 
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Up to now there has been no such direct correlation. 
The history of the French CP is instructive. From 1929-
1933 when the workers were not yet energetic it p.ursued 
an ultrri-left line. In 1936 when the ,mass movement 
reached its height theeP took a People's Front line. In 
1944-47 at the crest of the revolutionary wave generated 
by the war the Stalinist leaders disarmed the workers 
and helped de Gaulle restore the capitalist' regime. In 
1952, when the workers had relapsed into passivity thanks 
in large measure to the previous gyrations of Stalinist 
policy, it summoned the Paris workers into the adventure 
of the anti-Ridgway demonstration. Finally, in August 
1953 during the General Strike' the CP remained pa.s
sive and maintained its "National Front" m,ixture of op
portunism and sectarianism without radicalizing its pol
icy an iota. 

This record shows that, far from coordinating their 
line with the rise in mass pressure, ,this mass CP ran 
counter to it. The diplomatic needs of the Kremlin 'got 
the upper hand over the demands of the masses. This 
does not mean that the CP can get away with anything 
at any time. It too must adjust itself, !like other mass 
parties, to the radicalization of the masses, more in words 
than in deeds. But in and of itself the pressure of the 
masses does not suffice to push the CP closer to the rev .. 
olutionary road. 

The conception that a mias~ CP will take the road to 
power if only sufficient mass pressure is 'brought to bear 
is false. It shifts the responsibility for revolutionary set
backs from the leadership to the mass, according to the 
following reasoning: if only there had been more pressure, 
the CP cOl,lld have been forced to'driye for powe'r. The in
teraction between the insurgent masses and the leadership 
is thus reduced to the simple equation: maximum mass 
pressure eqilils revolutionary performances, however in
adequate, from the CP leadership. 

, Actually, the pressure of the 'workers in the 1953 
French General Strike was formidable enough to start the 
offensive for power. But it was precisely the momentum 
of this mass power and its jmplications that caused the 
CP lea'dership to leap away in fright fromH and prevent 
its organization. In this not unimportant case, instead of 
radicalizing Stalinist policy, the heightened mass pressure 
had a differ'ent effect. Obviously, there is not a direct 
bu't a dialeotical relationship between, the two factors. 

Yugoslavia ,and China show that under certain excep
tional conditions the leadership of a Stalinist party, 
caught between extermination by the counter-revolution 
and an extremely powerful revolutionary offensive of the 
maS5eS, can push forward to power. This can be re
peated elsewhere under comparable conditions, esptedally 
in the event of a new world war. 

But it would be unwarranted to generalize .foc broadly 
and hastily on this point. It should be remembered that 
while the Yugoslavs marched to power, the CP's in other 
countries remained subordinate to the Kremlin and fa
cilitated the work of the counter-revolution. Two Com
munist parties, the Yugoslav and Chinese, met the test 
in one way; the others in a directly opposite manner. 

The specific conditions which forced the Yugoslav 
and Chinese ·CP's onto the revolutionary road must be 
analyzed and understood. Both parties had been in con
flict with the existing regimes and ope-rated illegally for 
long years. Both fought prolcnged civil wars during which 
the leadership and' cadres were selected, tested and har .. 
dened and their forces organized. The Chinese CP had 
armed forces of its own for years before bunching the 
struggle for power. The don1esticcapitalist regimes were 
exceptionally weak and imperialism was unable to ,in .. 
tervene with any eff,ectiviness. 

I n any case, as the Manifesto issued by 'the Third 
Worlq Congress declared: "The transformations which 
the Stalinist parties might undergo in the cm,rse of the 
most acute revolutionary crises may oblige the Leninist 
vanguard to, readjust its tactics toward these parties~ 
But this in no way relieves the proletariat from, the task 
of building a new revolutionary leadership. What is on 
the agenda ,today, is not so much the question of a 
proj,ection of a struggle for power under exceptional 
conditions in this or that isolated country, but the over
throw of imperialism in all countries as rapidly as pos
sible. Stalinism remains obstacle number one, within the 
international labor movement, to the sllccessful con
clusion of that task." 

d. Th; Kremlin and the Bu;ffer Zone 
The exposition of the contradictions inherent in the 

postwar expansion of Stalinist domination over the buf .. 
fer zone countries: the resistance of the native CP's 
which have acquired their own state interests and rna .. 
terial base against the dict.ates of the Kremlin; the clash 
between the regime land the peasants; the conflict be· 
tween the regime and the workers - this is in general cor· 
rectly delineated. 

There are, however, three main points of difference 
to be noted. 

1. The National Question 
First is the neglect of any treatment of the national 

question in the resolution, ,although this is one of the 
most/e~plosive issues in the K;remlin-subjugaited do
mains. There has long been bitter .resist~nce to the auto
cratic Russification of the Ukrainians and other minor
ities_ The extension of Moscow's rule, its plundering, 
overlord~hipand Russification has provoked ,no less in
tense national feelings in the buffer zone. 

The political rev(Jlution against the Moscow des
potism can not be visualized without the rekindling of 
the national independence movement in ,these areas. This 
demand will be one of the keenest weapons against the 
Kremlin overlords. Yugosiavia has already' shown how 
powerful a factor of rebellion this resistance to national 
oppression can be. 

The program for the political revolution must there· 
fore include slogans for a free and independent Socialist 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, etc., just as we con .. 
tinue to call for an independent Socialist" Ukraine; In 
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East Germany, split by joint agreement of the Big 
Three, this dem:and takes the formr of the reunification of 
the German nation ona Sociaiist basis. The unity of 
th~ German, people,and above ·all its working class, is 
indispensable for the promotion of the EUropean revol
ution. Even though this demand w.as raised by the de
monstrators themselves and was called for by the entire 
situation, ·it was missing from the IS declar·ation on the 
East German events. 

The omission of such a slogan in both the resolution 
and the IS statement r1equires explanation. I s the present 
bloc of anti-capitalist st.ates undet Kremlin, dictatorship 
to be regarded as a solid rand untouchable entity which 
the demand for independence disintegrates? Actually the 
struggle for socialist independence underm ines the grip 
of the Kremlin, helps unify the revolutionary forces, in
creasing their striking power against imperiaJis,m. 

This omission is all the more glaring in the light of 
its 'inclusion in the Third World Congress' M,anifesto. 
"Long live the independent Socialist Republics of Poland, 
of Czechoslovakia, of Hungary, of Rumallia, of Bul
gariaand of the Ukraine! Down with ,the Stalinist dic
tatorship." 

2. The East German Event~ 
Second, in place of the dubious hypotheses advanced 

in the resolution on possible variants of development, the 
revolutionary perspectives for the buffer zone countries 
should be based upon concrete events from which lessons 
can be drawn and applied. This means that the treat:
ment of the overthrow'of the Kremlin autocracy and the 
disintegration of Stalinism must take the East German 
uprising as its point of departure. 

Thi.s uprising demonstrated in life how the political 
revolution agai-nst Stalinism originates and unfolds. A 
correct appraisal of the East German events has' the ut
most importance for our movement because it provides 
the opportunity to check our program with the aotual 
events and see whether . and in what respects it was 
verified and wherein it requires corr1ection ·and ampljfi
cation. Import.ant divergences in appraisal are equally 
significant. 

Briefly, what did the East German uprising reveal? 
I. I,t showed tha·t the working class was the initiat

ing and, decisive force in leading the people to revolt. 
2. I t disclosed the coloss·al power and potentialities 

of the workers' movement which united ~ll currents of 
labor opinion ,in massive protest. Virtually the' entire 
working class opposed itself to the regime and an its 
agencies, beginnin,g with the SED. 

3. The unpopular government was sprung into mid
air without any support amongst the people. Its main 
props, "the pa,rty,. the police and the top bureaucracy, 
crumbled and collapsed under the ~mpact of ,tbe up
rising. 

4. The advanced workers broke 'in action with the 
government J3arty, the SED. 

5. They evinced determination to overthrow the re
gime, not to reform it. This repudiation and rejection 

was implicit in the demand fOor 4ta metal-workers govern
ment." The sum total of the other demands were in
compatible with the continuance of the dic~·atorship. 

6. The general mlass political strike, sparked by im
mediate economic demands and directed ag,ainst the· gov
ernment, became 'the means for. mobilizing the masses 
and pitting them against ,the regime. 

7. The Trotskyist progr~m of the necessity ot political 
revolution against Stalinism by a mass uprising was vin
dicated and adopted in action by the insurgent workers. 

8. The unarmed and unsupported. m,asses had to fall 
back. They felt the need. for the formation of a revol
utionary leadership and a party to organize the next 
stages and link it up with the struggles in the West and 
the buffer zone countries. 

9. The events exposed and underseored the utterly, 
counter-revolutionary nature of Stalinism. 

.a. It required a series of repressive measures, mixed 
with minor concessions, to save and prop up the bat
tered regim:e. Armed f9rce and 'police ra ct ions against 
the most militant and conscious elements had to be used 
to subdue the insurgents. 

b. The occupying Soviet {roops res'cued the regime 
and, pushed back the revolution. 

c~ The Stalinists launched a despicable slander cam
paign against th~ workers as "fascists." 

. d. The SED undertook a purge of its personnel who 
proved weak and conciliatory. 

Contrast the above appraisal with the ,aspects stressed 
in the I S resolution written after the East German up
rising. The resolution singles out three points. 

a. Special 'economic conditions caused the resistance 
of the masses to culminate in open revolt. (Actually, they 
touched off the rebellion which had 'profounder causes.) 

b. This !r'evolt accentuated Hthe new course'~ which 
includes ran improvement 'in economic conditions for all 
layers of the people 'and a softening- of the 'atmosphere 
of extreme tension in the mass organizations.' , . 

c. This new course is designed to strengthen the grip 
of the Stalinist parties by making them more flexible, 
'less rigid. 

This is ti1e sum total of the principal lessons drawn 
by the resolution from the East German uprising! 

3. Entrism Il1to the CP in the Buffer ZODje 

Countries 
Third, tbe resolution recommends an. application of 

the enitrist tactic toward the Communist Parties in the 
buffer zone countries'. In these c()untries, "our forces must 
seek to realize their tasks, which are in gen~ral silJlliIar 
to those .we hqve in the Soviet Union, through an entrist 
tactic to~ard the~p,while remaining prepared to join 
quickly 'aI?yother mas's organization which m:ay ~ppear. 
'at the beginning of the upsurge." (p. 28) 

The question naturally arises why the resolution does 
not make :a specific entrist proposal for the CP of the 
Soviet Union,.if the taski ·are Win general similar." This 
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becomes still more puzzling when we are given as one 
of the motivations for entrism in ;the buffer zone coun
tries, tha.t "the more the outbreak of the revolutionary rise 
is retarded, the more will the young generation awaken 
to political life. This generation will have known no 
form of political organization other than the CP and 
the latter will tend to become the natural arena in which 
the leadership of the new revolutionary rise will dev
elop." 

Several young gener-ations have already awakened to 
political life in the S.U. knowing no other party than the 
CPo If this becomes a decisive criterion, 'the entrist tactic 
should be applied there above all places, Why doesn't the 
resolution call for it? Why is such a glaring contradic
tion permitted? 

Can it be because the Transitional Program opens no 
door for an entrist tactic toward the CP USSR? H in
'sists on ,the contrary that the Soviet masses must be 
mobilized to rise up against t~e bureaucracy under' the 
leadership of the Soviet sectiori of "the Fourth Interna
tional. 

But the way is being paved to, get around this in 
stages. In quoting the Transitional Program the resol
ution drops out the above clearly-stated progmIlllmatic 
conclusions. I t substitutes the vaguer proposition that 
"the conditions are being created for the reconstitution 
and the upsurge of the Bolshevik-Leninist Party." There 
is no explicit reference to entry but it is not excluded. 

I n addi~ion, ithe :resolution prescribes an cntrist t,ac
tic for the' buffer zone countries which is so motivated 
as to apply with greater force to the USSR. Such an 
entrist proposal is fundamentally different from any other 
adppted by our movement in the past. 

Up to now the Trotskyist movement has practiced 
three types of entry. -rhe first involved reformist or 
centrist parties which, under the impact of events, gave 
rise to ·a significant leftward-moving tendency, A Trots
kyist grouping or party may temporarily give up its or
ganizational independence to enter such a' movement to 
promote the crystallization of a principled revolutionary 
tendency and augment its own forces lin the process. The 
sire ,of the party is not of decisive consideration in an 
entry of this kind, which is a temlPor,try detour on the 
road to' the construction of the revolutionary party. It 
serves the two-fold purpose of gathering for:ces and if 
possible, disposing of a centrist rival on the arena of the 
class struggle. This was the sort of entry the Trotskyist's 
carried through in the Socialist Party of the United States 
in 1936. 

The sec,ond type of entrism involves parties enjoying 
the .aHegiance of the working class in hs entirety, like 
the British Labor Party. Trotskyists enter such a move
ment because within it is, concentrated the political life 
and dev.elopment of the decisive elements of the class. 
B·asing them:selves in ,their activity on the contradiction 
between the socialist aspirations of the working 'class 
and the capitalist .. minded party bureCiucracy, the Trots
kyists articlllate,. the.' fundamental interests of the ranks, 
give them leadership and programmatic expression, and 

collect the forces for the revolutionary party in sub-
6equent stages of n"e struggle for socialism. 

The third type of entrism has been developed since 
the Thitd World Congress. It essenti'ally represents' an 
extension of the second type to the Stalinist parties en
joying a considerable mass base in the capitalist coun
tries. 'such 'as France or Italy, or fighting a civil \var for 
power as in Indo-China. 

Ifere the Trotskyists base themselves upon the con· 
tradiction between the urge of the mass'es for the COIl

quest of power and a fundamental social change and the 
policies of the CP bureaucracies subservient to the Krem
lin. with the aim; of directing the' movement intorevol
utionary channels. Because of the monolithic char·aoter 
and bureaucratic regime of these parties which does not 
permit opposition tendencies' to operate, this entrism 
encounters great difficult,ies and complications and must 
. be of aspeci'al kind. This taotic remains 'in the experi
mental stage 'and' must be carefully checked at every 
point to assess the results. 

The entrist proposal so lightly . introduced into the 
resolution for the buffer zone countries is of an alto
g~ther different type. It involves entering a p,arty that 
holds state power and is the direct and principal oppres
sor o,f the working masses. The fundamenMI antagonism 
within these countries, as in the Sovi'et Union, is be
t..ween the organized and armed bureaucracy, ruling 
through the CP, and the unorganized and disarmed work .. 
ing class, To go into the CP IS not to acquire clbser. con
tact with the best elements of the working class but to 
become identified with t~e bureaucracy in the eyes of 
the most militant workers. A party m~m\ber is forced to 
become an instrument of oppression in the day-to-day 
friction 'between the bureaucratic regime and the working 
class. 

A revolutionary worker would seek to make contact 
with the discontented workers repelled by and from the 
CP in as prudent a manner as possible·. 

The resolution does not proceed from the existing 
an1tagonisms between the workers and the Stalinist re
gime and the revolutionary impact the development of 
these antagonisms is bound to have, proposing organ
izational forms in prepar'ation for that day. Instead it 
bases itself on the static concept that Stalinist workers 
will continue to rema{n in the CP while the Social 
Democrats will remain in the Social Dem~)Cracy. Or on 
the conservative concept that the youth will flock into 
Ithe sole party they see .at hand. The revolutionarY wave 
which, ,ac'cording to the resolution, is spreading from 
cOllntry' to country and continent to continent will evi
dently engulf everything, except the ttaditional parties. 
It wiII engulf StalinislJl, but leave the CP's intact. There 
,is something wrong here. One effect of powerful 'revol
utionary uprisings is to break the ties of the workers 
to their traditional organi~ations, disrupt the old par
ties, and lift up from obscurity the mo~'t revolutionary 
elements. 

The East German uprising did not reinforce the SED 
or bring workers closer to it. I t dug ran unbridgeable gulf, 
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between the rebellious advanced w.orkers 'and the SED. 
It p'repared the conditions for creating ,a new leadershi'p 
and bringing forth a new party which alone could guar .. 
antee the victory in the succeeding stages. 

I t is wrong to prescribe a blanket policy of entry in 
general. A'n entrist proposal for (any country': has to be 
justified by 'a concrete analysis and appraisal of, the 
specific combination of circumstances in the given coun .. 
try (the party to be entered, its rela1tion to the working 
class, the Trotskyist forces available, the real pos-sibil
i ties, etc.). 

The resolution, however, motivates its general pres
cription for entry by the conciTiationist concept that' the 
leadership of the workers' insurgence in the buffer zone 
countries will necessarily come out of the CP's. This 
notion that the parties of the ruling bureaucracy will 
produce the leadership to overthrow the regime directs 
I1:he workers away from reliance on their own forces and 
the formation of their own instruments of struggle. Since 
'entry 'is 'a tactieal, 'not' a' principled question, a Trotsky
ist grou'p might enter a given CP in the buffer zone to 
take advantage of a serious' crisis within it. But its de
dsion would be predicated on the specific favorable 
conjuncture for such intervention, and not on illusory 
general characteristics of these parties. 

An entr'ist tactic may be dictated ,in regard to ~he 
Yugoslav and Chinese CP's which led revolutions. To . , 

this day the leaderships have to lean to some extent upon 
the ,masses and appeal to their self-action to undert,ake 
some of I1:he uncompleted tasks of the revolution. The 
bureaucratic str'atum is not yet petrified and is not re
garded by the workers as an instrument of for~ign dom
ination. They still believe the CP's can pe the v,ehicle for 
their revolutionary aspirations. 

I t should be noted that the Third Congress Manifesto 
explicitly calls for t~e 'formation of new parties ,in tht! 
USR:R and the "Peoples' Democracies." HAt the same 
time the Fourth Internatio'nal resolutely supports all 
proletarian movements of opposition to the police dic
tatorship of the Soviet bureaucracy and fights for the 
constitution of new Bolshevik-Leninist parties in these 
countries,' parties which will take tht; lead~rship of the 
necessa.ry pol~tical revolution f(l,r freeing socialist devel
opment froml its bureaucratic sheIL" There ilS no such call 
in the present resolution. A shift in position has been 
introduced without explanation. 

v. How the Line Is Being Applied 
The recent writings by Pablo and Clarke on the East 

German uprising and the events in the Soviet Union since 
St,alin's death show how the line of the resolution is be
ing applied, how it distorts ,the real situation, disarms 
the FI and would disorient its ranks. 

As the "fir'st proletarian revolt directed at the over
throw of the Stalinist bureaucracy and 'its agents, the 
East German uprising possesses immense significance for 
the entire world working class, and especially for its 
Jrotskyist vanguard which alone her'aldcd and worked 

for this line of action. What does the declaration issued 
'by Ithe International Secretariat during this gigantic mass 
movement do and 'propose? 

). J nstead of exposing and denouncing the Ktem!}iu 
and East' German St'alinist leaders as mortal foes of the 
workers and heads of the counter-revolU'tion, the IS 
statement plays up their concessions and assures that 
these will continue. "They have been obliged to continue 
along the road of still more ample 'and' genuine con
cessions .to avoid risking alienating themselves forever 
from, support by the masses and from provoking still 
'Stronger explosions. From now on they will not be able 
to stop halfway . . . They will be' obliged to dole' out 
more concessions . . . " This is tantamount to telling 
the workers that they can expect ever-greater conces
sions froml their oppressors, not' that these wiU be Iimlited 
to the minimum. and withdrawn unless the workers exert 
their full powers of resist'ance and follow through to the 
end. 

2. I nstead of warning that the Stalin'ist apparatus will 
inflict 'repressions and stop at nothing to defend theit 
dictatorship, the IS statement promises a gener'al and 
growing 'attitude of appeasement of the masses by the 
Stalinists. 

3. There is no clear call for the overthrow of the 
SNllitlist bureaucracy through the organization, strength
ening and con'summation of the" uprising. 

4. Instead of a program specifically ,ad,apted to the 
conditions and needs of Ithe East German workers, a 
general program fDr the political revolution in the Soviet 
Union and all the "Peoples' Democracies" is put forward. 

5. This program raises the slogan' for "real democ
ratization of the Communist Parties" as though these 
organs of the police iregime could and should be tmns
form!ed into vehicles for the revolutionary actions and 
'aspirations of the mlasses. At ,~he ,very time they are 
breaking inaction with this party, the Stalinist workers 
are directed to seek' its reform. 

6. By implicati~n, since this program is presented as 
applying to the Soviet Union as well, the slogan to dem
ocratize the C8mmunist party wou1ld be on the order of 
the day for the CP USSR 100. Tbis would be a direct 
break with ,the establiShed position calling for Ithe form
ation of 'a Tirotskyist Party in the Soviet Union. 

7. On the other hand, while there is a demand for 
,the legalization of other working Class parties, there is 
none for the formation of a new revolutionary pa.rty 
around the Trotskyist program. 

B. There is no call ,for the withdrawal of the Soviet 
occupying troops which shot down workers and served as 
the ultim~te prop of the shattered r,egime: 

9. Although demonstrators themselves put forward 
the deman~, there is no slogan for the reunification of 
Germany o'n a Socialist b,asis. Th~ need for unity is 
concentrated instead upon the solidarity of the Soviet 
Union and the "Peoples' ~mlocr'acies" 'as a bloc. ~rhe 
res9h1tion concludes with acclamation for "the socialist 
rebirth of, the Soviet Union, the 'Peoples' Democracies' 
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and the hlternationaI working class movement." Wouldn't 
the Germap workers also care to hear. ,acclamation for 
the socialist reunification of their own divided. country? 

10. While the Stalinists slander the workers as "fas
cist hire.lings," the statement cavalierly observes: II'The 
Soviet leaders and t.hose of the various 'Peoples' Democ .. 
racies', and the CP could no longer falsify or ignore the 
profound. meaning of these events." 

'Where is the revolutionary spirit of. irreconcilable 
combat to topple a powerful ,and .perfidious enemy in 
·such 'a line? It is not de~igned ,to focus the 'attention of 
the masSes upon the need for a new revolutiofii'lry leader
ship .. At the. v~ry· time when the workers are in revolt, it 
is permeated with a conciliatory attitude toward the 
hureau;cracy. 

Clarke's article on Ithe East German ~vents in the 
l\1arch-Apdl issue . displays 'equally conciHatory' fea
tures, Hepl.ays down t.he counter .. revolutionary interven
tion of t'he Kremlin as well as ,of its Pllpp~t regime. He 
takes, ,caref.ul . note' of the Il1j()derate conduct of the oc
cupying fortes but fails to point OUlt their counter-revol
utionary fun'ction in rescuing the I 'regime 'land· blocking 
the' workers' bid for pow,er. He does not bring forward 
the, inescapable necessity for the mass uprising to get r,id 
of the Stalinist bureauc;racy. Nor does he 'assert the' need 
of a, revolutionary party in' order to lead su(:h ,a 'mass 
uprising to victory. 

Much is'made of the split in the bureaucracy, although 
110 ' definite' conclusions i~ue 'drawn . from this develop
ment. I r is clear that the 'SED! bureaucracy became pan.ic~ 
'stri~ken 'and differences set"in ort how:best to.handle',the 
situation and ,that the movement found' sympathy' and 
support among certain elements' in it~ lower tanks. This 
'happens in every r'eyolutionary uprising and it would be 
wrong to "deny or ignore 'Such develepments. 

But the question is: what place ,and ,significance do 
they have' ,in the process ,of the ~evolution? They are not 
and cannot be the decisive' factor or the tentraI" line 'of 
,the 'Struggle. Tfhe IS preoccupation ,with these subbrdinate 
aspects of the stnlggle tends to shift' the axis of revol
utionary strategy from ,the mobilization 'of the workers 
as an ,independerit class force r'elyiBg' on their own 
st~fl'gth and organs, toward 'reli:a~ce for leadership 'from 
elements within the bureaucracy. The excessive attention 
~iven to' the differ~ntiations. and splits wilthin the' bureau~ 
cracy, the embellishment of their conc-essions'; ,the failure 
to stress their 'rep:ressive and counter~rev~.{uti()naty' role, 
can be explained only by illusions that, under pressure 
from below, a section of the~ Stalinist leadership will head 
the movement for the liquidatiorr of Stalinism, at least 
in its earlier stages. 

There is a sharp break with the traditional T rbtskyist 
concept of the decisive, role of the, independent mass 
movement under its own revolutionary leadership., 

Pablo's artiCle on "The Post-Stalin 'New Course'" in 
the March-April' issue prdceeds along similar, lines. 
He grossly exaggerates 'the scope and significance of the 
M,alenkov conoessions. He says that in addition to meas .. 

ures effecting an improvement of working conditions 
there has likewise been an extension of "the democr:atic 
rights of the masses," with less labor discipline and speed
up for the workers under the dictatorship. 

He does not prescribe any limits to the concessions. 
On the contrary, the bureaucracy will have to quicken 
and 'extend them. "[n reality events will oblige them', as 
is being demonstrated in Eastern Germany,. and partly 
in Czechoslovakia, to quicken and extend the concessions 
to keep the impatien:t masses in the other buffer zone 
countries and in the USSR itself, from taking the road 
of 'action." 

This 'is leading to the liquidation of the entire StalIn
ist heritage. "The dynamic of their concessions is in real ... 
ity liquidatory of Ithe entire Stalinist heritage in the 
USSR, itself, as well as .in its relations with the sateHitf! 
countries, with China and the Communist Parties. It will 
no longer be easy to tutn' back ... once th"e concessions 
,are br~adened, the march, toward a real liquidation 'of 
the Stalinist regime threat·ens to become irresistible." 

He' th~reupon raises the question: "what form will 
it (the march toward a real liquidation. of the Stalinist 
'r~gime) Ithentake?" "Will it be that of an ,acute crisis 
and of violent inter'-bur'eaucratic struggles between the 
elements who will fight for the status quo, if not for 
turning back, ,and the more and more numerous elements' 
dr:a.wn by the powerful pressure of the masses?" 

'P~b~o does not answer the question bUit the very posing 
,of the question in this tendentious mnnner implies the 
answer. 

In his article in the January-February issue 
Clarke 'introduces otlter va·riants. He writes: "Will .the 
process take the form ofa violent upheay,al against bu
reaucra1tic rule in the USSR? Or will concessions to the 
maSSeS and sharing of power - as was the long course in 
the English bourgeois revolution in the political relation .. 
ship between the rising bourgeoisie and the declining 
nobility - gradually undermine the base of the bureauc
racy? Or will the evolution be a combination of both 
forms? That we cannot now foresee." 

The inherent and unavoidable need for the mass up .. 
rising against the Kremlin bureauc.racy, he offers simply 
as one of several variants of development of a "political 
r~volution." ~hat is not all. He then counterposes the 
diametrically opposite variant of the 'progressive reform 
of the bureauctacy. These are two mutually exclusive 
variants of "political revolution." The. one insi~ts upon 
the political expropriation of the bureaucratic rulers by 
the 'Soviet m~sse~; the other, as Clarke tells us, envis'ages 
the "sharing of . power." 

The idea adv1anced by Clarke that the Kremlin bu
reaucracy is capable of "sharing power" with the .Soviet 
people challenges both ,the program of political revolution 
for the 'Soviet Union ,~s well 'as the Trotskyist concept of 
t,he ,nature and role of this parasitic caste. This idea runs 
counter to reality. 

The bureaucracy needs its totalitarian apparatus of 
terror and repressions precisely because it oannot share 
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the power required to maintain its· privileges, income. a.nd 
unbridled ,rule. Its police regime acts to oppress the mas
ses, keep thempol~tically expropriat'ed, and deprive them 
of the slightest chance of intervening in political life. It 
leaves the masses QO alternative but to take the road 
pointed out by the Transitional Program. 

Clarke does not say by what ways and means the 
Kremlin qespots will "share power" with the masses. 
Through what existing governmental and party institu
tions can the . bureaucr'ats share power? Through the 
completely bureaucratized party? Through the secret 
police or the Army? The masses will gain a say in the 
country again only through the reviv:al of their own mass 
organiZlations which will signalize, not the "sharing of 
power" with the Kremlin gang, but the inception of th~ 
politi~~ll uprising against it. 

P.ablo and Clarke see in both the German uprising and 
the post-Stalin developments the emergence of a deepening 
conflict between the stand-patter's and a leftward-moving 
wing within the bureaucracy which tends to tear it apart 
into contending factions. In the showdown the reform 
elements appeal to and lean upon the masses; the m-asses 
in turn, i,t js implied, should back them up and look to 
them for leadership. This ·is presumably the beginning of 
the path to -socialist regeneration, which is already dis
cernible in "the New Course." 

This shifts the axis of the development of the political 
revolution away from the self-'action of the m'asses and 
focuses it upon the ,rifts inside the bureaucracy. Thereby 
the T r'otskyist concept that the extension of the world 
revolution will inspire the Russian workers to rise up on 
their own account and overthrow the Stalinist bureaucracy 
gives way to la different' .concept. The changed intema .. 
tional and internal situation, coupled with mounting pres
sure from the masses, unlooses forces within the bureauc .. 
racy itself which work toward the liquidation of Stalinism. 
The transformations emanate from on top as an outcome 
of the mass pressure from below. 

The working class is transformed into a pressure group, 
and the Trotskyists into a pressure grouping along with 
it which pushes a section of the bureaucracy leftward to
ward the ,revolution. In th1s way, the bureaucracy is 
transformed from a block and a betrayer of the revolu
tion into -an auxiliary motor 'forCe of it. 

. Such sweeping conclusions on the charlging charac
teristics of the Kremlin dictatorship and the dissolution 
of world Stalinism have a logic which is bound to assert 
itself. If the objective processes -are marchiI)g along so fast 
and so far, then an equiv'alent reorientation must be ef
fected by the revolutionary vanguard if it is to be on 
top of the unfolding events. A general'turn would have 
to be made toward the Communist parties and into the 
Communislt parties to help along the disintegration al
ready proceeding at an .accelerated rate and take fuB 
,advantage of the transformation 9nd impending breakup 
of Stalinism. 

The conclusion of Pablo's article on "The Post-Stalin 
'New Course'" envis~ges such. a perspective for the im
mediate future. Pablo writes: "What is now clear is that 

the. decline of Stalinism in the form of the iron grip. of 
the Soviet bureaucracy over the Soviet masses, the b~ffer 
zone I countries, the Communist parties, is henceforth 
speeded up, and that the renovation of sodal~st democ
racy in all these countries, as in China, as (. well as :the 
renaissance. of the interna!tional worke.rs' _movement is now 
on the order of the day." How is this to be acco~pIished? 
"In the years visible ahead, the junction of the ideas and 
forces_ of ~he, Fourth' I ntern-ational with the revolutionary 
elements u,ntil ,now organized 01' influenced by Stalinism. 
v,;ill realize in part this first stage. of this' renovation." 

Isn't this a signpost toward a gener-ai entry into the 
Stalinist movement? . 

The recent w.ritings by Pablo and Glatke go beyond 
the stated positions of the resolution on "The. Rise and 
Decline of Stalinism." But the point to be .emphasized 
is that the resolutiOR contains, or at least i.ndicates, the 
political premises for their more extreme conclusions. 
These premises are' not deady land fully expressed in 
-all respects. But they are there. 

Tendencies conciliatory Itoward Stalinism have begun 
to emerge in several Trotskyist organizatiQns. These have 
recently. culminated in splits in the' United States and 
Ceylon. A resolution on Stalinism must take cognizance 
of this dangerous devel6pment land' guard against any 
ambiguities from; which itt can draw -sustenance~ For ex
ample, the question of the political revolution against 
the Kremlin bureaucracy is now in dispute. How does 
the resolution treat this problem? 

·In citing the Transitional Program for the political 
.revolution in the' Soviet Union, the resolution stops short 
of the following: "Only the victorious revolutionary up .. 
rising of the oppressed masses can revive the Soviet re
gime ·and guarantee its further development toward so
cialism .. There is but one .party capable of leading' the 
Soviet m,asses to ·insurrection - the party of the Fourth 
International!" -

These categorica'lsta~ements leave no room whatsoever 
for different interpretations of what is meant. However, 
they are replaced in the text of the resolution by two 
¥aguer propositions that: liThe cenditions are being 
created /orthe reconstitution and the upsurge o/the 
Bolshevik-Leninist party in the Soviet Union" and later 
on;. "The task of smashing the dictatorship and the priv
ileges . of the bure-aucracy, the task of a new political 
revolution in the Soviet Union' remains more burning 
than ever." 

This may well have gone unnoticed 'and uncriticized 
if 'an attempt had not already been maCle by Clarke to 
substitute . new concepts of the political revolution for 
the established positions. The ambiguities in the reso .. 
lution lend themselves' to such revisions whereas the clear 
and unmistakable terms of the Transitional Program 
predude them. 

Complete clarity and precision on aU these questions 
are indispensable to arm, the movement for effective revol
utionary intervention in the mounting crisis of world 
Stalinism. 

November 1953 


